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The Force Behind the

BY PHIL BARNES

(Dennis Norton – The Ypsilanti Kid who Grew Up to Lead the Effort
to Raise 5.2 Million Dollars that Enabled the Yankee Air Museum to Fly Again.)

D

ennis Norton, son of
Austin and Dorothy
Norton, along with his sister
Cindy, grew up on Ypsilanti’s
east side at 735 Lowell Street,
next to Norton’s Flower Shop.
Dennis attended kindergarten
through second grade at the
old Ypsilanti High School, third
through sixth grade at Central
on Forest Avenue, entered the
and his sister Cindy grew
new West Junior High School Dennis
up on Ypsilanti’s east side at 735
as the first class in the Fall of Lowell Street, next to Norton’s
1959, and then graduated from Flower Shop.
Ypsilanti High School in 1965.
He had a non-stop approach to everything, academics as
well as athletics. While attending Ypsi High, he was one
of the key performers on the swim team. His personal
best was 23.7 for 50 yards. He, along with Roger Buxton,
Doug Peterson and George Sayre, set a school record
in the 200 freestyle relay. They were very proud of the
accomplishment of breaking this long standing record.
As a youngster Dennis and his Dad, Austin, spent many
hours at Willow Run Airport watching aircraft take off
and land. Flying aircraft became a hobby later on. Dennis
earned his pilot’s license in 1966 and eventually became
an instructor teaching new students and current pilots
the intricacies of flying. In 1970 Dennis graduated from
Eastern Michigan University with a Major in History. While
a college student, Dennis worked at Motor Wheel and that
experience convinced Dennis that factory work was not
for him. He then joined his father, Austin, working in the
family business, Norton’s Flowers, which had expanded
and moved to the Washtenaw Avenue site. Dennis also

Dennis at the controls of the B-17 owned by the Yankee Air Force. Dennis
also serves as the President of the Michigan Aerospace Foundation.

Dennis at the controls of his 1947 STAMPE with son David in the front seat
(1985).
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“When Dennis gets an idea,
even as a teenager, he has
had a fierce determination
to see that idea through to
completion.”

Dorothy Norton

became involved in the Jaycees and worked on many
projects.
Dennis Norton is well known for his boundless energy
and enthusiasm and has been known as a “bulldog” by
his close friends. When his mother, Dorothy, was asked
about his motivation for the establishment of the Willow
Run Yankee Air Museum, Dorothy replied, “When Dennis
gets an idea, even as a teenager, he has had a fierce
determination to see that idea through to completion.” It’s
a well known story that in 198l with his enthusiasm for
flying and for preserving aircraft history, the Yankee Air
Museum was born. Dennis was the founder and became
its first president. Unfortunately, in October of 2004 the
museum burned to the ground. However, Yankee staff and
volunteers were able to rebuild
and in 2010 the new Yankee
Air Museum was dedicated.
The Michigan Aerospace
Foundation was founded to
make plans for expansion
with Dennis as the President.
He has owned a number
of planes, including a 1947
French bi-plane, a STAMPE.
Through the years he has
enjoyed flying the museum
planes, the C-47, B-25 and the
pride of the Yankee fleet, the
B-17.
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Dennis contacted the RACER Trust. Ray Hunter, who flew
rescue helicopter missions in Vietnam, and Dennis then
spearheaded an effort to gain control of at least part of the
remaining buildings including a hangar capable of parking
the Yankee Air Force B-17 and additional space to expand
the Yankee Air Museum. In 2012, a Letter of Intent was
signed for one year. Energies were stepped up by Dennis
and the foundation to collect funds and 5.2 Million Dollars
was raised.
This was the thrust Dennis needed and soon after, in 2013,
a purchase agreement was signed and the funds generated
by Dennis Norton were secured from the donors. Finally,
on October 30, 2014, the purchase was closed and the
Yankee Air Museum now owns 144,000 square feet of the
historic Willow Run Bomber Plant, saving the last small
piece from demolition. Only four Willow Run B-24s still
exist out of almost 9,000 that were built. None of the
Willow Run B-24s still fly, and only two B-24s that were
built in California still fly.
A highlight of the Bomber Plant effort was a reunion of
all the “Rosies” and under the new brand the emergence
of women in the workforce during the war will be
emphasized. In 2014, Twenty-one of the original “Rosie
the Riveters” gathered to join in a successful effort to set a
World’s Record for the most Rosies gathered in one place.

This all led to an idea to secure
part of the Willow Run Bomber
plant. In 2011 the question
of “where would the B-17 be
stored?” was posed. Dennis
called Bob Lutz and found
that the Bomber Plant was
not owned by GM anymore.
GM had gone bankrupt in
2010 and the Bomber (B24) plant was turned over to
the RACER trust. In 2011,
The section of the Willow Run Bomber Plant that was recently purchased by the Yankee Air Museum.

Some of the proposed themes, storylines, exhibits, and facilities for the new National Museum of Aviation and Technology.
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One of the promotional signs being used for fundraising for the
preservation and renovation of part of the Willow Run Bomber Plant for
use by the Yankee Air Museum.

“Rosie” was named for Rosie Monroe of Kentucky when
in 1943 Walter Pigeon showed up at the plant to assist in
filming a War Bond Special, and Rosie was selected to
help. Vickie Croston, Rosie Monroe’s daughter from Texas
was pleased to be able to attend the 2014 reunion and help
set the World Record.
The new effort will expand the mission of the Museum,
change its name from the Yankee Air Museum to the
National Museum of Aviation and Technology, and launch
a new fund-raising campaign to raise an additional 8.2
million to renovate the space and overhaul the museum
exhibits. Under the new expanded mission an effort will
be made to emphasize the history of the 5-million-squarefoot plant that served as the Arsenal of Democracy during
World War II and produced 8,685 B-24 Bombers.
Another focus of the new mission of the Museum is
to advance science, technology, engineering and math
(STEM) education with hands-on learning stations.

Dennis in 2013 with the “Rosie the Riveter” re-enactors.

Dennis currently lives in Dexter with his wife Carol. One
daughter and four granddaughters live in Gaylord, one son
and two grandsons live in Dexter and one daughter lives
on Portage Lake.
Dennis remains very proud of the success of his efforts and
the efforts of the many volunteers who worked to secure
pledges for funds. However, he reminds the public that 8.5
million dollars remains to be raised. Call Dennis at 734971-2750 to pledge or donate to the project.

Plans have been drawn up to include space needed for
all the aircraft the Yankee Air Museum owns, expand the
aerospace museum which would be comparable to the
one at Dayton and Selfridge, and provide a meeting and
convention facility that will seat up to 1,000 people, the
largest in the area. The next big event will be the Air Show
at the Yankee Air Museum on August 29 and 30, 2015 that
will include flying demonstrations by the US Navy “Blue
Angels.”

The new effort will expand
the mission of the Museum,
change its name from the
Yankee Air Museum to
the National Museum of
Aviation and Technology . . .

Dennis with Ray Hunter on November 7, 2014 when they received an award
for “Deals of the Year” by the Ann Arbor News. in recognition of the
October 30, 2014 purchase and saving from demolition of the last remaining
piece of the old Willow Run Bomber Plant.

(Phil Barnes is a frequent contributor to The Gleanings and served on
the U.S.S. Philippine Sea (CV47) in the Korean War.)

